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Abstract – Despite adopting ab initio functionalities comprising mathematical formulations and many unique complex computational features, 
the density-functional based tight-binding (DFTB) scheme presents itself as the standalone, versatile, and efficient quantum mechanical application. 
The recognizably low-cost, & extremely faster MD simulation parser codes of it run under the DFTB+ atomic simulation environment interface 
plus the noticeably methodical long ranged molecular interactions addressing 'non-self-consistent-charge' (DFTB1) & 'self-consistent-charge' 
(DFTB2) formulations adds a substantial value to its rational applications. Herewith, both the DFTB2/ & DFTB1/ MD simulation schemes are 
employed separately to simulate the siloxaalkane molecular gyroscope under crystalline condition with and without 'dispersion energy corrections' 
features at wide temperature regimes & the experimentally observed facile flipping motions of its central phenylene rotator are confirmed 

theoretically in real-time scales. The concerned rotary trajectories depict that: (a) at 800 K  T  1200 K, the rotator exhibits 1 inversions & 
frequent flipping motions easily with sub-picoseconds to picoseconds lifetimes; (b) at T = 600 K, the rotator flips between its stable positions at 
the intervals of several tens of picoseconds; but (c) at T = 300 K, the rotator flips more demonstratively with longer lifespans only after addressing 

the dispersion energies in DFTB2 scheme. Additionally, the flipping rates of the rotator;   = 0.018 ps1 &   = 0.021 ps1 predicted at T = 800 

K & 1200 K respectively are retarded to 0.009 ps1 & 0.013 ps1, and the flipping barrier estimated by using   &   as Ea1 = 0.66 kcal/mol is 
increased to Ea2 = 1.84 kcal/mol after treating dispersion energies; the quite consistent values to those retrieved from the respectively derived 
potential energy surface (Ea1 = 0.70 kcal/mol & Ea2 = 1.2 kcal/mol). These quantitative results illuminate that the DFTB2/MD simulation scheme 
is more demandable than the DFTB1/MD especially for simulating crystalline molecular assembly.    

Keywords – MD Simulation, Nanotechnology, Flipping Motions/Rates/Barriers, Arrhenius Equation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the lately evolved and recently emerged scientific paradigms, and many other state-of-art computational/theoretical 
interpretations and analyses, the performances of quantum mechanical models/theoretical schemes equipped with the specific 

mathematical algorithms & parametrizations and their formulationscompatible three dimensional visualizations & modeling tools 
are regarded as exceptional. The ab initio functionalities comprising mathematical formulations founded density -functional based 
tight-binding (DFTB) scheme is one of them whose profound theoretical features extended mainly to address the giant crystalline 
macrocyclic molecular systems plus efficient yet precise computing abilities even under crystalline condition (periodic boundary 
condition (hereafter, PBC)) with and without "dispersion energy corrections" have made itself to stand as a reputable theoretical 

scheme [17]. More particularly, its python moduled computational parser codes, solid state centric theoretical features that are 

not yet implemented fully in other quantum mechanical schemes, DFT based yet one or two orders of magnitude faster, lowcost, 

and users' friendly simulation package, quantum simulation tools and techniques, GaussianExternal methodology executable 
coding and externally assessable method via the 'external program' feature of the Gaussian, integrative quantum mechanical 

approximations into many other computational schemes [15], extremely methodical & probably the most efficient and versatile 

approach to evaluate both the homo & hetero atomic giant crystalline and non-crystalline molecular assemblies with wide ranged 
atomic constituents, etc. [8, 9] features act as a stepping-stone to promote itself extensively. It usually operates all these quantum 
mechanical features through either the “non-self-consistent-charge NCC” (hereafter, DFTB1) approach or the “self-consistent-

charge SCC" (hereafter, DFTB2). The concerned computational parser codes designed for both of them are "opensource" type, 
and are directly implementable under the both crystalline and non-crystalline conditions as per the needs of the users. In terms of 
their in-built quantum mechanical parametrizations; (a) former approach is a traditional NCC tight binding with standard 

zerothorder expansions of the KohnSham total energy in DFT with respect to charge density fluctuations where the Eigenvalue 
of the Hamiltonian operator is a result of the non-iterative computations, but the latter is an iterative SCC method with standard 

secondorder expansions, (b) former cannot incorporate the Mulliken charges fully, and hence, derives relatively less transparent 
& readily unsolvable mathematical expressions unlike to that of the latter, (c) former is less relevant to undertake "dispersion energy 

corrections" algorithms (in this case, SlaterKirkwood model, and Slater−Koster files (SK−files)) under PBC but the latter suits for 
the same as it computes SCC procedure based nuclear forces and treats the heteroatomic charge distribution (point charges) uniquely 

[14]. Therefore, the specific results produced by both of them are even though quite agreeable and are as standard as DFT (631G 

(d)) [8], and other high level ab initio & first principle methods plus semiempirical AM1 and PM3 [10] levels, their performances 

are already evaluated as distinctly varied more especially while employing them under PBC with and without SlaterKirkwood 

dispersion model [68].  

Besides their valuable yet efficient low energy electronic structures searching iterative computational procedures, and the 
related quantum mechanical processing, the dynamics simulations assessing abilities of them for the complex crystalline molecular 

assembly under the DFTB+ opensource codes package add substantial values to their explicit demands more especially in the field 
of crystalline nanomaterials and amphidynamic molecular assemblies [9,11]. Both of them are well recognizable in terms of 
implementing molecular dynamics (hereafter, MD) simulations hosting mathematical formulations genuinely, and of running 
atomistic simulations efficiently under the python moduled DFTB+ atomic simulation environment (ASE) interface by accessing 
the different levels of quantum mechanical theories including DFT parametrizations & other classical potentials [11,12]. The 
underlying facts behind their nominations as one of the most versatile quantum mechanical simulation packages are none other than 
their specifically derived mathematical credentials suitable to carry out very faithful MD simulations such as nuclear forces, 

equilibrium geometry, programmatic pathways of accessing local properties targeted to look after the global ones, bandstructure 

associated energy terms responsible to address more especially the longranged van der Waals type nonbonding interactions, 

shortranged energetics curing transferable formulations, etc. More apparently, the SlaterKirkwood dispersion model and SK− 
files compatible MD formulations of the DFTB2 under PBC offer relatively far better and more quantitative theoretical means over 
DFTB1 for investigating the dynamics of complex macrocyclic crystalline molecular systems [11, 12]. In this study, the MD 
simulations formulations of the DFTB2 and DFTB1 under PBC with and without "dispersion energy corrections" are employed, 

and the Xray observed flipping motions of the phenylene rotator of crystalline siloxaalkane molecular gyroscope (Scheme 1(a)) 

are inquired in realtime scales at wide ranged kinetic temperatures T.  
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According to the experimental observations, each siloxaalkane molecular gyroscope of its crystalline molecular arrays 

exhibits macroscopic gyroscope like functions at ambient temperatures range (223 K303 K) [13]: the central phenylene rotator 

flips along the SiC axial bond spin axis in between the three stable positions A, B, and C by conserving its internal volume (Scheme 

1(b)), and the peripheral Si & SiOSi made siloxaalkane arms remain fully immobile & static throughout its complete 2 
rotation. The collective rotations of all the molecular gyroscopes present in the crystalline network (Scheme 2) are expected to 
deliver many promising functionalizable physicochemical properties: the externally controllable flipping motion after inserting 

dipolar electronegative groups into the ortho and meta positions of the phenylene rotator [14]; the optical anisotropy marking 
dichroism and birefringence phenomena [15]; the microviscosity probing molecular rotors [16], etc. The detailed theoretical 
investigations focusing on searching the lowest energy equilibrium structure among A, B, & C and their explicit energetics plus 
stable electronic structures, deriving the consequences of structural deformations and siloxaalkane arms' elongations, deducing the 

increment or decrement of the freevolume unit around the rotating segment while the peripheral arms move outward (ballooning) 
or inward (dwindling), determining the rotational potential energy surfaces (hereafter, PESs) displaying flipping barriers Ea and 
specific locations of the local/global minima quantitatively, etc. are already performed by the present author and his collaborators 

[1721]. Therewith, both the DFTB1 and DFTB2 methods under PBC with and without "dispersion energy corrections" were 

employed explicitly. Additionally, the rotary dynamics and the realtime flipping motions of the phenylene rotator at kinetic 
temperature regimes T = 1200 K, 800 K, 600 K, and 300 K were also reported by the same author elsewhere [17], but the method 
applied was only the DFTB1+PBC scheme. The main point to be highlighted herewith is that the "DFTB2+PBC+dispersion energy 
corrections" derived rotational PES was non-duplicated to that of the "DFTB1+PBC", and the barrier heights Ea (former: 𝐸  = 
1.15 kcal/mol; latter: 𝐸 = 0.72 kcal/mol) computed by them were also distinctly varied yet the former one was thematically more 

accurate in magnitudes. Even the positions of the global and local minima A, B, & C, and their 1flipped degenerate equilibrium 
structures retrieved from the former derived PES were not harmonized fully with those of the latter [17]. In order to validate these 
rotary parameters to those derived from the MD simulations, the proper quantum mechanical treatments of the dispersion type van 

der Waals intra (interactions between the rotator and stator) and inter (interactions between the periodically arranged molecules) 

molecular interactions via the Slater Kirkwood model implemented DFTB2/MD scheme is mandatory. The MD simulation based 
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rotary dynamics results produced after this rigorous addressing of the solid state features at different kinetic temperature regimes 

Scheme 1. (a) A macrocage molecular model of the crystalline siloxaalkane molecular 
gyroscope, and its (b) three stable positions A, B, and C of the central phenylene rotator 
at 303 K. They are reproduced from ref [8] and [9] respectively for demonstrating 
closed structural topology and Xray observed flipping positions respectively. The two 
methyl (CH3) groups attached to each Si atom of each siloxaalkane arm are omitted for 
clarity. The dihedral angle used to specify the rotary position of the phenylene rotator 
is defined by the atoms encircled with red colored spheroids. 
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would definitely be more accurate, practically reliable, and realistically convincible. In the periphery of the same, the main objective 

of this study is set as to assess the performance of DFTB1/ and DFTB2/ MD schemes in order to reveal the realtime flipping 
dynamics of the phenylene rotator of the siloxaalkane molecular gyroscope under a complete crystalline condition which eventually 
be highly useful for understanding (a) functionalizing principles of the amphidynamic nanomaterials, (b) typical working and 

operational mechanisms of the molecular rotor under crystalline environment, (c) macroscopic gyroscope like functions of the 
molecular gyroscope quantitatively, (d) tentative lifespans of the rotator at each of its stable positions, and the associated picosecond 
rotary dynamics at variable temperatures T, etc. Moreover, this study is focused to illuminate the effects of "dispersion energy 
corrections" in flipping dynamics of the rotator, and to underscore its needfulness of proper addressing while the computational 
simulations under the crystalline environment are on the fly. Apart from all the rotary dynamics attributes, this work offers an 
analogy and disagreement between the workings of DFTB1/MD and those of DFTB2/MD, and presents the leading roles of the 
latter with incredible quantitative justifications.  This research paper is structured as: in section 2; Computational Details, in section 
3; Results and Discussions, in section 4; Summary and Conclusions.  

 

Scheme 2. A GaussView rendered snapshot of the periodically arranged molecular arrays of the 
crystalline molecular gyroscope (Scheme 1(b)). It was captured at the timescale of 1.5 ps while 
the DFTB2/MD simulation trajectory at T = 1200 K was on the fly. The 2.2 ps long movie of it 
are available as a supplementary material. One may access it to visualize the individual 
molecular motion in the crystalline environment in real-time scales.        
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II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 

Out of the three experimentally observed stable positions A, B, and C of the crystalline siloxaalkane molecular gyroscope 

with the respective occupancy factors 0.25, 0.50, and 0.25, the Cartesian atomic coordinates of the unitcell of the most stable 

structure B (phenylene position B) were taken here as a trial structure (unitcell). The required crystallographic information such 

as crystal lattice, unitcell parameters (edges of the unitcell (lattice vectors) a, b, & c, and the angles between them , , &  ), 
etc. were extracted from the .cif extended files with Mercury crystallographic software tools [22]. Prior to use these unitcell atomic 
coordinates directly in MD simulation input files, they were fully optimized by the both DFTB2 and DFTB1 under PBC with and 
without "dispersion energy corrections", and the respectively produced equilibrium nuclear positions of each atom were used there. 
In either of the DFTB1+PBC/ and DFTB2+PBC+ "dispersion energy corrections"/ MD methods, the initial velocities of every 

atomic nuclei of the unitcell were mentioned at random so that the quantum mechanical requirements are met effectively for 
satisfying the mean kinetic temperature; the velocity Verlet algorithm [23] driver was programmatically called to execute the 
velocity Verlet dynamics for the sake of propagating atomic motions: the velocities and positions of each & every atomic nuclei of 

the unitcell were determined at each MD step while the simulations trajectories were on the fly; and the time increment of each 
MD step and the total time duration for the entire MD run were set as 0.2 fs and 300 ps respectively.  However, being the latter 
simulation scheme computationally very expensive and time consuming due to the charge polarization and van der Waals 

interactions addressing Slater Kirkwood model adopted parser codes than that of the former, the concerned trajectories for them 
were forced to terminate at the reasonable simulation time scale of ~120 ps and ~ 300 ps respectively. Both of these simulation 
procedures were carried out at constant energy without any thermostating and barostating parameters so that the typical NVE 
ensemble was achieved throughout the entire simulations at each specific kinetic temperature T (energy) (in this case, T = 1200 K, 
800 K, 600 K, and 300 K).  In each case, no change in number of moles (N), volume (V), and energy (E) of the simulating system 
was ensured along with the total conservation of the net sum of kinetic energy of each simulating molecule present in the entire 
NVE crystalline ensemble (a representative energy profile diagram as a function of time sketched for the simulation run at T = 300 
K is shown in Scheme 3). The common computational parser coding tags were called for operating each of these methods 

individually such as (a) 'MovedAtoms = 1:1' was used to select all the atomic nuclei of the input file between start & end, and to 
allow all of them to move during the entire MD runs; (b) 'OutputPrefix' was called to prefix the geometry files of each MD run; (c) 
'MDRestartFrequency' was set to ensure that every current nuclear positions (geometry) and velocities are written to the XYZ format 
geometry file; (d) 'ConvergentForcesOnly' was implemented to control the prematurely stopped dynamics; (e) the effective 
temperature T, defined as a mean kinetic temperature of the ensemble, etc., as mentioned in the DFTB+ manual [24]. The required 
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dihedral angle  of the phenylene rotator (the complete definition of  is given in Fig. 1(a)) against its static siloxaalkane arm was 
computed for each MD step geometry (XYZ format) of each method at each specific kinetic temperature T, and the temporal 

behavior of its rotational motion was studied in realtime scales. Based on the size of the molecular ensemble and the unitcell 
(number of molecules (number of atoms/molecule = 195) Z = 2) of the present crystalline siloxaalkane molecular gyroscope plus 
the available computational resources accessible directly to the present author, it was impracticable to run many MD trajectories 
required for taking their average ensemble. Therefore, only the few trajectories with dissimilar initial velocities at each kinetic 
temperature T were run, and the temperature dependence rotary dynamics was analyzed.                              

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1 Rotary Dynamics Associated Datasets of the Phenylene Rotator   

As mentioned in the experimentally (Expt.) observed and theoretically (Th.) optimized unit cell electronic structures and 
molecular energetics of the crystalline siloxaalkane molecular gyroscope based research articles published by the present author 
and his collaborators elsewhere [13,17, 20, 21], the three stable positions of its phenylene rotator A, B, and C (or the three stable 

structures A, B, and C of the unitcell  with dissimilarly aligned phenylene rotators having distinctly varied dihedral angles ) 

located inside the cage of the static siloxaalkane spokes can be marked clearly by their respective dihedral angles  measured in 

respect to the stationary peripheral siloxaalkane arm:  = 0.19 (Expt.) & 0.01 (Th.) for position A;  = 0.55 (Expt.) & 0.35 

(Th.) for position B; and   = 0.78 (Expt.) & 0.76 (Th.) for position C. Therewith, all these rotary stable positions of the phenylene 

rotator and their corresponding 1flipped degenerate locations respectively denoted by A', B', and C' plus the respective stable 

unitcell structures are reported to be converged at slightly different  values as summarized in Table 1 while searching them 
quantum mechanically through the PES scanning technique of the Gaussian package linked externally to the DFTB2 or DFTB1 

methods explicitly under PBC with and without "dispersion energy corrections" (GaussianExternal methodology) [17]. 
Accordingly, the dissimilar magnitudes of the energy barriers Ea (kcal/mol) required to be crossed by the central phenylene rotator 

while flipping in between A, B, and C, (such as CB, BA, etc.) and their corresponding 1flipped positions A', B', and C' are 
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Scheme 3. The DFTB2 derived net kinetic energy of the simulating molecular 
gyroscopes present in the NVE crystalline ensemble at kinetic temperature T = 300 K 
is conserved well as a function of the simulation timescale. 
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also underscored while switching the theoretical method from DFTB1 to DFTB2 (Table 2). Along with this, the pronounced 
quantitative differences in the flipping barriers Ea after implementing van der Waals "dispersion energy corrections" algorithm (in 

this case, Slater Kirkwood model) through the DFTB2 scheme are also equally stressed. Likewise, the irreproducibility of the 

freevolume unit (Å) available around the central phenylene rotator (Table 2) that actually determines whether the rotator is allowed 
to rotate facilely with bearing very nominal steric hindrance originated from the surrounding spokes or is prevented for exhibiting 

1 /2 type full rotations after addressing the intra and inter molecular van der Waals interactions exist predominately in present 
crystalline molecular gyroscope is primarily explained. Therefore, the molecular dynamics (hereafter, MD) simulation derived 

trajectories, and the temporal behaviors of the phenylene rotator in realtime scales would definitely be varied if the MD simulation 

scheme is run under the "DFTB2+PBC" and "DFTB1+PBC" with and without SlaterKirkwood model. Based on the same 

analogies, the temporal dependencies and the comparable realtime flipping motions studies of the phenylene rotator of the 
siloxaalkane molecular gyroscope were carried out under these two methods separately at wide ranged kinetic temperature regimes 
as presented in subsection 3.2.        

 

 

 

Methods 

Dihedral angle  of the stable positions (extracted from the PESs) 

First  1flipped Second 1flipped  Third  1flipped 

A  A' B  B' C  C' 

Xray 0.19  1.19 0.55  1.55 0.78  1.78 

DFTB1 + PBC 0.05  1.05 0.35  1.35 0.76  1.76 

DFTB2 + PBC 0.01  1.01 0.35  1.35 0.76  1.76 

DFTB2+PBC+"dispersion 
energy corrections" 

0.01  1.01 0.35  1.35 0.70  1.70 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Methods 

Flipping barriers Ea (kcal/mol) between the stable positions FreeVolume     
(average) (Å) 

C  B B  A C  A' A'  B' B'  C' C'  A 

Xray       3.9    4.3 5.1 

DFTB1 + PBC 0.4 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.1 4.1 4.1 5.2 

DFTB2 + PBC 0.2 0.8 0.05 0.2 0.8 0.05 4.1 4.1 5.3 

DFTB2 + PBC + 
"dispersion energy 
corrections" 
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Table 1. The potential energy surfaces (PESs) retrieved angular positions A, B, and C of the phenylene rotator and 
their 1flipped degenerate positions A', B', and C'. 

Table 2. The PESs derived flipping barriers Ea of the phenylene rotator exist in between its A, B, C and their 1flipped A', 
B', and C' stable positions, and the structural topology dependent freevolume unit. 
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3.2 RealTime Flipping Motions of the Phenylene Rotator   

All the rotary dynamics associated datasets (subsection 3.1) retrieved from the respectively derived PESs (Table 1 and 2) 

are to be validated to the most extent by the temporal behavior of the phenylene rotator. Herewith, the dihedral angle  () of the 

rotator computed from each MD step unitcell geometry at each specific kinetic temperature T is plotted with the simulation time 

(ps) (Fig. 1Fig. 4) in order to investigate its realtime flipping motions, and the closely associated picosecond rotary dynamics. 
The graphical representations for the time dependent angular variations of the rotator computed from the MD trajectories datasets 
derived by the DFTB2 and DFTB1 under PBC with and without "dispersion energy corrections" are shown separately at each kinetic 
temperature; T = 1200 K, 800 K, 600 K, and 300 K (These temperatures were selectively chosen here in order to deduce the 
experimentally unrevealed rotary dynamics at wide ranged temperature regimes, and more particularly, T = 300 K was taken mainly 
to examine whether the rotator flips facilely at energy as equal as room temperature or not). Since, the rotary dynamics linked 
datasets retrieved from the DFTB1 + PBC derived PES are not much distinctive to those obtained from the DFTB2+PBC derived 

PES, present author did not run the MD simulation trajectories just under the latter scheme; instead, the SlaterKirkwood model 
was incorporated into its parser code, and run several MD trajectories with different initial velocities of the atomic nuclei for the 

sake of inquiring the most predominant effects of van der Waals type intra and inter molecular interactions, and their needfulness 
of precise addressing/evaluations in simulating the present type giant crystalline molecular assembly dynamically; which in fact 
was mostly recognized by the present author as a primary credential to improvise the PES, and to make it more accurate yet 
contrastingly different to that derived through the DFTB1 and DFTB2 under PBC schemes only [17]. In order to mark the flipping 
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sites of the phenylene rotator clearly & demonstratively, and to display its correct timedependent angular positions compatible to 
those extracted from the PESs (Table 1), the same representations such as A, B, & C for the initial stable positions, and A', B', & C' 

for the 1flipped positions are mentioned on its timedependent rotary profiles (Fig. 1Fig. 4) at each kinetic temperature T where 
the complete MD simulation conditions and the specific method employed to run the same are shown in each inset.         
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Figure 1. Dihedral angles  of the phenylene rotator as a function of time at 1200 K (a) DFTB1 
+PBC (without dispersion energy corrections) (b) DFTB2+PBC (with dispersion energy 
corrections). The symbols A, B, C, etc. represent stable angular positions of the phenylene rotator.
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  As shown in DFTB1 + PBC derived trajectory pathway at T = 1200 K (Fig. 1), the phenylene rotator flips from the original 

position A to B' via C' followed by its angular switching to the position B mostly. The lifespan of the phenylene rotator on the 
position C' is appeared as relatively shorter than that on the position B. The approximate time period for it to stay at position B is ~ 
30 ps; the longest one than that residing in other stable positions. This observation is not beyond our expectations because the 
structure B of the molecular gyroscope (with phenylene position B) was predicted as the most stable both by the experimental and 

Figure 2. Dihedral angles  of the phenylene rotator as a function of time at 800 K (a) DFTB1 
+PBC (without dispersion energy corrections) (b) DFTB2+PBC (with dispersion energy 
corrections). The symbols A, B, C, etc. represent stable angular positions of the phenylene rotator.
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theoretical techniques [13, 17]. After about 2 ps of its stay in position C', the rotator flips to position C where its lifespan is tentatively 

not less than ~ 10 ps. This realtime flipping motion became recognizably different after implementing "dispersion energy 
corrections" into the DFTB2 scheme at the same kinetic temperature (T = 1200 K). In this case, the phenylene rotator from the 
original position A flips firstly to position B' shortly followed by its angular switching back to position A. The rotary pathway 
instantly reaches to the position C where the phenylene rotator stays for about 15 ps. Immediately after this longer stay, it flips to 
position B' and again remains there for about ~ 25 ps before flipping back to position C. The longest time period observed to occupy 
at position B' is reasonable here because it is the degenerate position of B; the lowest energy yet most stable position among three. 
Even though more frequent flipping between the intermittent stable positions are not observed within the framework of currently 

run MD timescale (~70ps, due to being this simulation computationally expensive and timeconsuming), the realtime flipping 
motion of the specific rotator is genuinely observed at 1200 K under the realistic crystalline condition (PBC + dispersion energy 

corrections). This is the firstly observed realtime flipping motion of the phenylene rotator of the crystalline siloxaalkane molecular 
gyroscope at higher temperature scale. The flipping trajectory at 800 K also demonstrates the similar type flipping motions of the 
phenylene rotator in between its three stable positions. As shown in Fig. 2, the DFTB1 predicted the flipping motion as: a rotator at 
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position A flips to C' followed by the longest stayed flipping position B. The average lifetime of the rotator at position B is around 
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Figure 3. Dihedral angles  of the phenylene rotator as a function of time at 600 K (a) DFTB1 + 
PBC (without dispersion energy corrections) (b) DFTB2+PBC (with dispersion energy
corrections). The symbols A, B, C, etc. represent stable angular positions of the phenylene rotator.
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~70 ps. After this stay, the phenylene flips from position A to C via B where the rotator consecutively changes its flipping angle 

Figure 4. Dihedral angles  of the phenylene rotator as a function of time at 300 K (a) DFTB1+ 
PBC (without dispersion energy corrections) (b) DFTB2+PBC (with dispersion energy
corrections). The symbols A, B, C, etc. represent stable angular positions of the phenylene rotator.
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before reaching to C'. At position C', the rotator again remains there for ~ 30 ps to ~ 40 ps before switching its angular position to 
C. Again, at this temperature scale, the rotator is found to occupy the longest time period at its most stable position B which is as 

obvious as the observations predicted under the highest temperature T = 1200 K. This facile realtime flipping motions of the 
phenylene rotator are also predicted under "DFTB2+PBC+dispersion energy corrections" schemes. In this case, the phenylene 
rotator flips from the position A to C' via B', and then reaches to the position B where the rotator remains for about 10 ps before 
flipping to position A, and again returns back to the most stable position B, and stays there for about 40 ps. The flipping trajectory 
moves towards position B' from B shortly, and again comes back to B. It indicates that the trajectory as a whole again remains 
mostly on the periphery of positions B and B' within the current simulation timeframe (~90ps); a quite obvious observation if we 

consider the stability of these two 1 flipped positions energetically. But, the variations observed in the flipping positions of the 
rotator and its tentative lifespans in them after imposing "dispersion energy corrections" at the same kinetic temperature T are none 

other than due to the primary effects of van der Waals type intra (interactions between the rotator and stator) and inter (cumulative 
interactions between the periodically arranged molecular gyroscopes, and their rotating segments and static siloxaalkane arms) 
molecular interactions exist predominately in the present crystalline molecular gyroscope. 

At relatively low kinetic temperature regimes (T = 600 K and 300 K), the concerned MD trajectory (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) 
leading flipping motions and the rotary dynamics are appeared less frequently with relatively slower rates, which is however very 
obvious if we consider the internal energy of the ensemble corresponding to that particular temperature regimes. At 600 K, the 
DFTB1 predicted rotary pathway at first turns into the position B' from the original position A, and proceeds towards the position 
C' after about 20 ps of its stay at position B'. The pathway then suddenly flips to the position A, and remains there for about 100 ps 

which then proceeds towards the position C' and B' turn by turn. These realtime flipping motions (though relatively few) are 
observed even within the MD simulation timescale of ~300 ps; a practically affordable time scales in the framework of current 
ensemble size and present crystalline molecular arrays plus the directly accessible computational resources. At this temperature, the 
phenylene flippings to the most stable position B or B' from either of the stable positions are not observed; instead, position A finds 
easy access and facile flipping pathway towards the position C' (anticlockwise rotation). This is quite logical because the phenylene 
rotator has to cross taller barrier heights Ea1  = 0.3 kcal/mol (obtained from the PES [17]) associated with A & B (clockwise), and 

Ea2  = 0.2 kcal/mol associated with C & B (anticlockwise) for undergoing AB and CB flippings respectively, and it may need 
longer time periods to exhibit the same instantly. In other words, the internal energy equivalent to T = 600 K kinetic temperature of 
the present crystalline molecular ensemble is smaller in magnitude than either of the barrier heights Ea1 & Ea2 which is in principle 
not enough to overcome the latter instantly within ~300 ps. The flipping patterns transit to the slightly different directions after 
incorporating "dispersion energy corrections" features into the DFTB2 scheme. The phenylene rotator from the original position A 
is found to flip to the position B before reaching to the position C via C'. Again, it moves towards the position C' from C, and 
remains there for about 15 ps before flipping back to the position C. The phenylene rotary trajectory after 70 ps of the MD run 
reaches to the positon C', and attains there the lifespan of ~ 15 ps. The shortly stayed yet suddenly flipped position B is also noticed 
along this rotary pathway. Though the frequent flippings of the rotator between its stable positions are not detected, the few flipping 
motions with shorter lifespans are found to occur even within the framework of current simulation timescale (~ 120 ps) at low 

temperature regime. It tends to verify the experimentally reported facile phenylene rotations at T  223 K. Unlike at T = 600 K, the 
concerned rotary trajectory at T = 300 K is found to turn very slowly towards the position B from the original position A 
progressively even when the MD trajectory was run for relatively longer time scale (~300 ps). Throughout this timeframe, the 
angular variation of the rotator is noticed just to be around the position A and near to the position B, but not fully flipped to each 
other. This is however not an abnormal observation based on T = 300 K kinetic temperature scale as the internal energy of the 

ensemble corresponding to that particular T (as equal as room T) is not enough to cross AB or BA flippings barriers Ea; 0.3 
kcal/mol and 0.9 kcal/mol [17] respectively. It suggests that the experimentally observed room temperature flipping motions of the 
phenylene rotator of present molecular gyroscope could be deduced at T = 300 K if it was simulated for the longer time scale (> 
300 ps) which is, however found impractical. The relatively more subsequent yet progressive type flipping motions of the phenylene 
rotator in between its experimentally observed intermittent positions are seen across the rotary trajectory path predicted under 
"DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy corrections" scheme at T = 300 K. As shown in the concerned diagram (Fig. 4), the rotary 
trajectory flows constantly for about 18 ps by maintaining an angle designated to the position A, and moves towards the position C' 
and B' one by one with ~15 ps and ~ 8 ps lifespans in each. The trajectory after ~ 50 ps of the MD run turns towards the position A 
via C', and remains there for about 25 ps before returning back to C'. The trajectory after 90 ps time period switches to the angular 
position A' which then flips suddenly to the anticlockwise direction. Despite observing these severe yet actual flipping motions of 
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the phenylene rotator even at T = 300 K after treating the van der Waals dispersion energies under DFTB2+PBC scheme, no 
principal flipping motions involving the most stable positions B & B' are noticed. This is due to the existence of the tallest rotational 
energy barrier Ea in between them among other flipping positions, and it would only be crossed fully if the MD simulation timescales 
at low T were set unexpectedly longer or the internal kinetic energy of the ensemble was increased.           

As a whole, the quantum mechanically predicted temporal behaviors of the phenylene rotator at four different kinetic 
temperatures T depict its facile flipping motions with demonstrative pathways; more particularly at high temperature regimes (1200 

K, 800 K, and 600 K). The approximate lifetimes for it to remain at the specific stable angular positions are ranged from sub 
picoseconds to picoseconds. When T = 1200 K, the flipping motion of it is more frequent followed by the retardation of the same 
when T is reduced to 800 K and 600 K. At 800 K, the "DFTB1+PBC" derived MD trajectory shows < 15 ps for the direct 1π 
phenylene flipping, whereas  the "DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy corrections" shows >15 ps; resembling with the facts that the 
latter scheme predicted much higher rotational energy barriers Ea which actually makes the concerned flipping rate slower. More 

particularly at 600 K  T  1200 K, the phenylene rotator is observed to flip between its stable positions at the intervals of several 

tens of picoseconds, and the entire 1 inversions of the flipping positions are occurred facilely. These MD simulation based results 
reflect that the phenylene rotator is able enough to cross the energy barriers Ea exist in between any of its two stable positions easily 
at high kinetic temperatures (T =1200 K and 800 K) (energy of the ensemble). But, when the temperature T = 300 K, the MD 
trajectory tends to demonstrate the flipping motion within the current simulation time scale (300 ps), but is not found to be aligned 
fully to the angular positions of A, B, or C; suggesting the need of longer simulation time scale (>300 ps) which is, however beyond 

the limit of practically affordable computational steps. In this case, exhibiting 1 inversion type rotation of the phenylene rotator in 
the picosecond regime strongly depends on the initial velocities of the atomic nuclei. It ultimately ensures us that the current MD 
simulation time-scale framework is not enough for the phenylene rotator to overcome any sorts of the barriers (Table 2) exist in 

between any of its stable positions A, B, & C (and their 1flipped positions). More apparently, the relatively more demonstrative 
yet longer lifespans occupying flipping motions of the rotator are observed at both high and low temperature regimes while 
employing the DFTB2+PBC scheme with "dispersion energy corrections" features. It thus guaranties that the predominant effects 

of the van der Waals dispersions and the related long ranged interactions exist in the present type crystalline molecular assemblies 
has to be addressed properly with the effective quantum mechanical parametrizations in order to make the current type NVE 

simulating systems realistic yet consistent to the solid state materials. All these splendid real time observations of the phenylene 
flipping motions, and the closely associated theoretical interpretations concentrated into the amphidynamic type crystalline 
molecular solid ensure us that the DFTB+ simulation package does host many potential mathematical formulations that not only 

offers an exceptional computing ability and the remarkable longranged non-bonding type interactions treating quantum mechanical 
skills but also allows the chemists to simulate even the giant crystalline systems two order of magnitudes faster than the rate offered 
by the typical density functional theory DFT; a very promising prerequisites of the solid state systems' simulation package and the 
gigantic molecular assemblies' modeling simulation environment.  

3.3 Validations of the Rotational Energy Barriers Ea from RealTime Flipping Dynamics 

In dynamical studies, the Arrhenius equation is always regarded as an important mathematical tool in order to estimate the 
activation energy barrier 𝐸  (in this case, flipping barrier 𝐸 ) quantitatively. Mathematically, it is the logarithmic expressions that 
relate the rate constant  (in this case, flipping rate of the phenylene rotator) with 𝐸  and associated temperature 𝑇 in absolute scale 
(in Kelvin) as shown in eq. (1) and eq. (2). 

  𝐴𝑒                (1) 

𝑙𝑛 𝑙𝑛𝐴           (2) 

Where; 

 𝐴 = preexponential factor, and  

𝐾  = Boltzmann constant (1.987103 kcal mol1 K1).  

In the current "DFTB1+PBC"/MD and "DFTB2+PBC+dispersion energy corrections"/MD simulations, the facile 

realtime flipping motions of the phenylene rotator of the siloxaalkane molecular gyroscope ( subsection 3.2) are observed mostly 
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at high kinetic temperature regimes (T = 800 K and T = 1200 K). Therefore, the average flipping rates of it from the stable positions 

B to A (BA) at the respective absolute temperature scales are calculated as (a) "DFTB1+PBC" method:   = 0.018 ps1 and    = 

0.021 ps1; (b) "DFTB2+PBC+dispersion energy corrections" method:   = 0.009 ps1 and    = 0.013 ps1. In both of the methods, 
the rate of the phenylene flipping motion increases in the same range while increasing the internal kinetic temperature T of the 
ensemble to 1200 K from 800 K. It is an obvious observation in terms of the externally provided temperature components of the 
simulating atomic nuclei of the ensembles, and their respective internal energies involved in inducing the phenylene ring to rotate 
facilely at higher temperature scale (subsection 3.2). And, the rotational rates  of the phenylene rotator are predicted as slower 
(time consuming) at the same kinetic temperature T after incorporating the van der Waals type "dispersion energy corrections" 

features (in this case, SlaterKirkwood model) into the DFTB2 scheme. It confirms that there is a presence of taller energy barrier 
Ea, and more time consuming rotary pathway in between the flipping positions B and A, and it is very obvious if we refer to the 
respectively derived PESs [17]. It further ensures us that the van der Waals interactions do create substantial contributions which 
in fact involves directly in surpassing the rotational energy barrier Ea by about ~ 0.4 kcal/mol, and thus, make the rotary motion 
significantly slower.  

In order to validate the Gaussianexternal methodology drove DFTB methods derived PESs extracted Ea values for the 

particular phenylene BA flipping, the Arrhenius equation (eq. 2) is presented explicitly here at two different kinetic temperatures 
T1 = 800 K and T2 = 1200 K, and the corresponding two different flipping rates   and   as; eq. (3) and eq. (4) before integrating 
them into a single equation (eq. (5)).           

𝑙𝑛  𝑙𝑛𝐴            (3) 

𝑙𝑛  𝑙𝑛𝐴            (4) 

After rearranging the eq. (4), and substituting the value of 𝑙𝑛𝐴 to eq. (3), the final preexponential factor 𝐴 eliminated form of the 
Arrhenius equation is achieved as shown in eq. (5). 

ln


           (5) 

After substituting the respective absolute temperatures T1 & T2, and the corresponding MD trajectories derived flipping rates   

and   in eq. 5, the energy barrier Ea for exhibiting B to A flipping (BA) is estimated as; (a) for "DFTB1+PBC": Ea = 0.66 
kcal/mol, and (b) for "DFTB2 + PBC+dispersion energy corrections": Ea = 1.84 kcal/mol respectively. The corresponding values 

appeared at the respectively derived PESs for the same BA flipping are 0.70 kcal/mol and 1.2 kcal/mol respectively [17]. These 

respective Ea values estimated through the DFTB based MD simulations and the Gaussianexternal based PES scanning techniques 
are in quite agreeable range if we realize the complexity of the present simulating crystalline molecular assemblies and the most 

rigorous longranged interactions treating mathematical formulations of the DFTB+.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The present research work was mainly aimed at studying realtime flipping motions of the phenylene rotator encapsulated 

into the SiC bond spin axis linked Si & SiO made siloxaalkane framework of the crystalline molecular gyroscope. As per 

the Xray and 1HNMR based experimental observations, this siloxaalkane molecular gyroscope was found to behave as an 
amphidynamic crystalline material: the phenylene rotator was observed to flip facilely along its spin axis among three stable 

positions designated as A, B, and C, and their corresponding 1 flipped degenerate positions A', B', and C' at temperature T  
223K while the peripheral siloxaalkane framework remains fully static yet flexible. Owing these amphidynamical features plus 
many other promising physicochemical properties of this molecular gyroscope functionalizable to nanotechnology and molecular 
machinery, series of the experimental and theoretical research works concentrated into its crystal structures, molecular energetics, 

rotary dynamics, and mostly the externalstimuli controlled internal rotations were already reported by many prominent authors. 
Amidst these research works and exceptional experimental & theoretical findings, none of the contributions were found to theorize 

fully the experimentally unpredicted yet impossible type realtime flipping motions and the temporal behavior of its phenylene 
rotator under the complete crystalline conditions (periodic boundary condition PBC, and van der Waals type "dispersion energy 
corrections"). With this regarded as a major motivation for the present work, the theoretically renowned self-consistent (SCC) and 
non-self-consistent charge (NCC) based density-functional tight-binding schemes, respectively called DFTB2 and DFTB1, were 
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applied explicitly to this specific molecular gyroscope under PBC with and without "dispersion energy corrections" features, and 
the respective molecular dynamics (MD) simulations formulations were implemented at wide ranged kinetic temperature regimes; 

T = 1200 K, 800 K, 600 K, and 300 K for the practically reasonable timescales. The designated dihedral angle  of the phenylene 
rotator in respect to the static siloxaalkane arm representing its exact angular position (rotary positions) centrally was determined 

for each MD step recurring unitcell geometry, and the concerned rotary trajectory pathway at each T was sketched as a function 
of time in picosecond regime. Based on the similar theoretical methods predicted potential energy surfaces (PESs) associated rotary 

parameters such as flipping energy barriers Ea, clockwise and anticlockwise 1 inversions, and the structural topology dependent 

freevolume units, the concerned rotary trajectories derived at each specific T were analyzed quantitatively from which the 

picosecond rotary dynamics of the phenylene rotator was retrieved in realtime scales. The general results as a whole were found 
to demonstrate the experimentally observed flipping motions of the phenylene rotator along with depicting several intermittent and 

1 inversion type flipping genuinely.  

More particularly, at high kinetic temperature regimes (T = 1200 K, 800 K, and 600 K), the complete 1 inversions of the 
phenylene rotator were observed facilely, and the approximate lifetimes for it to remain at the specific stable angular positions were 

found to range from sub picoseconds to picoseconds. When T = 1200 K, the flipping motion of the rotator was more frequent 
followed by the retardation of the same when T was reduced to 800 K and 600 K each. More apparently, when the DFTB method 
was switched from "DFTB1+PBC" to "DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy corrections", the time required to exhibit several 
intermittent flipping motions of the phenylene rotator between its designated stable positions A, B, C, A', B', & C', and the complete 

1 inversion flipping was quite distinctive. For example, at T = 800 K, the former method predicted less than 15 ps time period for 

1 inversion type flipping, whereas the latter predicted more than 15 ps for the same. When T = 600 K, the phenylene rotator was 
observed to flip between its stable positions at the intervals of several tens of picoseconds.  But, when T was decreased to the scale 
of room temperature (T = 300 K), the former method derived MD trajectory was found to be tended progressively towards the path 
of showing A to B phenylene flipping even within the 300 ps simulation time scale, however, it was unable to reach fully into the 
stable position B. It means the phenylene rotator was not found to overcome any sorts of its energy barriers Ea exist in between the 

stable positions A, B, & C (and their 1flipped positions) at T = 300K. It ultimately reflected us to project here that the current 

MD simulation timescale adopted for simulating the present molecular gyroscope at T = 300 K was not enough. However, the 
relatively more demonstrative, experimentally more compatible yet longer lifespans occupying flipping motions of the phenylene 
rotator were recorded at both high and low temperature regimes while employing "DFTB2 + PBC + dispersion energy corrections" 

scheme. Beside this, the phenylene rotator position B to A (BA) flipping rates   = 0.018 ps1 &   = 0.021 ps1 predicted by the 
DFTB1 at T = 800 K & 1200 K respectively were contrastingly different in magnitudes to those predicted by the DFTB2 as   = 

0.009 ps1 and    = 0.013 ps1. And, the Arrhenius equation based BA flipping barriers computed from these respectively derived 
 datasets were Ea1 = 0.66 kcal /mol, and Ea2 = 1.84 kcal/ mol respectively; the quite agreeable Ea values to those retrieved from 
the respectively generated PESs: Ea1 = 0.70 kcal/mol & Ea2 =1.2 kcal/mol. All these MD simulations based quantitative 
interpretations and theoretical predictions assured us to underscore the significance of incorporating van der Waals dispersions and 

the related longranged molecular interactions treating mathematical formulations into the quantum mechanical parametrizations 
of the simulation package in order to assume the NVE ensemble realistically yet consistently under the complete requirements of 

solid state systems. And, the exceptional performances of the "dispersion energy corrections" addressing SlaterKirkwood model 
adopted DFTB2/MD scheme promoted itself as a standalone quantum mechanical applications in the view of not only offering 
outstanding computing abilities but also guarantying to undertake the giant crystalline molecular assemblies rationally with two 
order of magnitudes faster computational parser codes relative to that for the typical density functional theory.             
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